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How to use these questions: 
These discussion questions are based on the video and required reading for each class. You can use 
them to lead a discussion with your group, or you can use them to think about the class videos and 
readings on your own. You do not have to use them in the order given below, and you do not have 
to use all of them. Onward! 
 
Class 5 Questions for Beginning Writers 
Choose one or more of the options below to discuss with your group: 
 
From Naomi Jackson’s talk: 

In her talk, Naomi Jackson discusses the importance of extensive research when establishing 
the setting of your story and the voices of the characters who inhabit those settings. If you 
wanted to write a story about a place that is not familiar to you in your personal life, how do 
you think you would go about researching that place? What types of things do you think 
you’d look for in your research in order to get a feel for the unique features of that setting or 
the distinct voices of the people who live there? Do you think it would be too difficult to 
write a story in an unfamiliar setting? 

 
From Horacio Castellanos Moya’s talk: 

Horacio Castellanos Moya states that the voice of the story is the most important thing he 
needs to resolve before he starts writing. He also states that even when he has already 
developed a plot, characters, and a setting, he can’t get started until he knows the voice that 
will tell the story. Chika Unigwe’s story “Going Home” is told in the voice of an omniscient 
narrator. (The link to this story can be found in the Class 5 Readings document.) What do 
you think this choice allowed Unigwe to do with her plot and her characters’ memories that 
might not have been possible if she had chosen to use a different voice, or a different point 
of view? How might the story have been different if it were told in first person, by one of 
the brothers or the mother? 

 
Optional assignment preparation question for beginning writers:  

The Class 5 Assignment for Beginning Writers for this class session asks you to write a scene 
in which multiple characters are remembering an event or place in the past, and each 
character remembers this event or place differently (full assignment instructions can be 
found in the Class 5 Writing Assignments document). To prepare for this assignment, look 
back at Unigwe’s story and think about the different ways that each character remembers the 
moment in which they left Jos during the war. How is each character’s memory presented in 
the story? How are these differences in their memories ultimately resolved between the 
characters? 
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Class 5 Questions for Experienced Writers 
Choose one or more of the options below to discuss with your group: 
 
From Naomi Jackson’s talk: 

Naomi Jackson discusses the importance of research in developing your setting and voices in 
a story. If you have written fiction that required research, what did you try to learn in order 
to create believable settings and voices? If you have not written fiction that required research 
in the past, what do you think might be the most vital aspects to try to understand about a 
place in order to write voice and setting with authority? How might you approach 
researching a place if you have never been there and you are not able to go visit it in person? 
Are there advantages to writing about a place from a distance and/or writing about an 
unfamiliar place? 
 

From Horacio Castellanos Moya’s talk: 
Horacio Castellanos Moya speaks of the importance, for him, of resolving the voice of the 
story before he begins writing, even if he’s already developed other aspects of the story such 
as plot, character, and setting. Think about the assignments you’ve written for this course 
and/or writing you’ve undertaken on your own in the past. How do you usually decide 
whether you are using the right character’s voice to tell a story? Have you ever started 
writing a story and then realized at some point that it would be better told in a different 
character’s voice? In Chika Unigwe’s story “Going Home,” the characters dispute one 
another’s memories of leaving the city of Jos. (The link to this story can be found in the 
Class 5 Readings document.) How might their memories, and their perceptions of one 
another’s memories, look to the reader if Unigwe had written this story in the first person 
point of view of one of the characters? Would one character’s memory be likely to come 
across as more accurate than the other characters’ memories, or would it still be possible to 
convey each remembered setting with equal weight?  

 


